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Miniaturized total analytical system(-TAS) has the great potential to realize 
analytic process integration, automatization and minimization on chip, it can greatly 
reduce reagent volume, shorten analysis time and improve testing efficiency, which 
earns its popularity in the fields of disease diagnoses, biochemical analysis,clinic test 
and so on One of effective approaches to realize integration is using chips with 
different function to constitute the whole analysis process For -TAS analysis, 
sample pretreatment is one of the most important step and actually has become a 
bottleneck that must be addressed for -TAS  
A typical gene analysis and desease detection usually involves DNA-extraction, 
DNA-amplification and DNA-separation Extracting DNA from sample is the first 
and most important step for gene analysis Traditional approach of DNA-extraction 
suffers disavantages such as imcompactible to PCR, tedious and labours Solid-liquid 
phase separation and enrichment is a sample pretreation technology which can not 
only remove impurity but also concentrate target substance More importantly, it can 
be easyly used in microfluidic chip to acturize on line pretreation  
This thesis developed two kinds of solid-liquid phase seperation and enrichrment 
which can be use to capture and concentrate DNA One was based on electrodialysis 
and the other based on solid-phase extraction with magnetic nanoparticles 
(MNPs) Both mothods were demonstrate its usefulnees on microchip for onchip 
DNA extraction The thesis consists of four chapters  
In chapter one, firstly, several ways and the general process of DNA extraction 
were reviewed Then, membrane separation technique especially the electrodialysis 
and its application in biochemcal separation field was introduced Nextly, the 
preparation of nanopaticles and magnetic nanopaticles were discussed, SPE technique 
especially that based on MNPs, and its application in DNA extraction was 















membrane separation for microfluidic applications were compared  
In the second chapter, a device based on electrodialysis for separating and 
enriching DNA was developed It utilized comprehensively cation-exchange 
membrane’s property of trapping  electronegative substance in constant-current 
electric field and dead volume in flow path As a model compound, Titan Yellow was 
used to study the enrichment mechanism, movement feature of the electronegative 
and optimize experimental conditions The experimental result of capturing and 
enriching biomacromolecule indicated that the device could be used to capture and 
enrich DNA non-destructively The recovery of -DNA in single system was about 
47%, and extraction product can be used directly to polymer chain reaction(PCR) 
without any inhibition effection The device can also capture -DNA selectively for 
PCR ampliction, from mixture of -DNA and hemoglobin which were of different 
electric property On the basis of above work, we further used the device to extract 
genenomic DNA from whole blood and direct PCR experiment The device was able 
to separate biomacromolecule of different electric property,such as proteins with 
different PKa and nucleic acid, it can also be used for puring and enriching amino 
acid and other micomolecules.The advantages of simplicity, automation, low 
consumption of reagent made it win large space of application in the fields of 
extraction,desalting and purification and other pretreation process It had potential to 
be miniaturized and integrated on microchip  
The third chapter of the thesis developed a charge switching DNA technology 
using superparamagnetic Amino-SiO2@Fe3O4 complex nanopaticles (Amino-Si- 
MNPs) Superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanopaticles was prepared by hydro-thermal 
method and characterized by SEM,TEM,XRD and MPMS Stöber method was 
adopted to coat Fe3O4 nanopaticles and SiO2@Fe3O4 complex nanopaticles with 
core-shell stucture and size of about 300nm was acquired APTES was used to modify 
the surface of SiO2@Fe3O4 complex nanopaticle with amino groups ZETA potential 
measurement was performed to study the surface electric property of 
amino-MNPs The Zeta potential results showed that the surface electric property of 















binding DNA was investigated Genenomic DNA was extracted from whole blood, 
using little reagent, the extraction rate was about 70%, and the elution could be used 
for PCR directly Except of being superparamagetic and water-dispersible, beads 
owned its property of electric property could be controled by changing pH of solution, 
short time of binding and desorption These made it be a good solid phase for SPE in 
DNA extraction and other bioseparation, also in chips for pretreatment  
In the forth chapter, two microfluidic chips for DNA sample pretreatment based 
on the technique of solid-liquid phase separation and enrichment were fabricated We 
miniaturized and integrated the device based on electrodialysis in chapter2 to 
microchip A chip with sandwich structure for separation was fabricated whose 
microchannal was etched on PMMA by laser ablation, the cation-exchange membrane 
was sandwitched by screws.Titan yellow was used to observe its enrichment property 
on line Combining with genefinder(a gene dye), DNA was observed on line by 
fluorescent microscope -DNA and mixture of -DNA and hemoglobin were both 
applied to study the effect of enrichment and separation, the result showed that the 
chip could not only capture and enrich DNA in pure buffer but also separate DNA 
from mixture, both concentration can be directly used for PCR Though with low 
purity, the chip had extracted genomic DNA from whole blood successfully. 
Automation, little comsumption of reagent earned it convenience to coupled with 
other chips such as PCR chip or other chips for extraction  
 Based on charge swithing amino-MNPs technique, Amino-MNPs was filled 
into the microchannel etched by laser in PMMA and fixed by magnet Genomic DNA 
was extracted from whole blood with the elution could be used for PCR directly With 
the simple manufacture process, convenience to fill and remove, little comsumption 
of reagent and the direct using for PCR elution, the chip was easy to couple with other 
chips such as those for cell discruption or PCR  
The two methods of serapation and enrichment in this thesis had an extensive 
space of application in pretreatment Electrodialysis was applied to separate and 















enrichment and separation on-line Charge switching MNPs was prepared to extract 
DNA and used in microfluidic chip to actualize purification and enrichment on line  
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